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Building materials business

Building materials are indispensable to the various buildings that shape our lives. The Daiken Group provides a wide 
range of building materials that ensure safety in various buildings and create comfortable spaces. With unique ideas 
and technologies, we create multifunctional building materials to realize safe, reliable, healthy, and comfortable 
lives while developing and using materials originated from wood resources, mineral resources, and Japanese paper 
(washi). Furthermore, we also engage in installation work and the creation of spaces to maximize the functions of 
our building materials. Aiming to be an all-embracing company for building materials and to play an active role in 
more fields than homes, which has been our main business domain, to public spaces and commercial facilities, we 
will continue our challenge to create the products and services needed by society. 

Toward an all-embracing company for building 
materials that support the social infrastructure 
of houses, buildings, and facilities.

Provides a wide variety of highly functional building 
materials that form safe, reliable, healthy, and comfortable 
spaces, including floors, walls, and ceilings to doors, 
cabinets, stairs, and acoustic products for homes and public 
spaces and commercial facilities.

Developing and providing building 
materials best suited for the interior of 
various buildings

Flooring Cabinet

Industrial materials business

Provides various functional industrial materials incorporating 
non-combustibility, anti-seismic thermal insulation, sound 
insulation, humidity conditioning, and various other features 
needed in our daily life by making full use of wood and mineral 
resources from a sustainable perspective.

Developing and providing highly 
functional materials

Wood material Inorganic material

Engineering business

Mainly by providing interior finish work for a wide range of 
buildings, including public facilities, such as schools and 
halls, and commercial facilities from office buildings 
apartments, we are engaging in creating spaces where our 
industrial materials and building materials are maximized.

Total support for creation of spaces
from supply of building materials
through installation work

Nagano City Arts Center Recital HallHotel Nikko Osaka

Major market

Three
business domains

Our strengths

3 4

Building
materials

Industrial
materials Engineering

Businesses and Characteristics
Foundation of Value Creation

New home market

Home renovation market

Public and
commercial buildings *1

*1 Public and commercial facilities, 
     including Japanese inns, hospitals, stations, 
     and schools.

Industrial materials *2

*2 Supplies materials used for partition 
     and base materials of blackboards.

Global markets

→P19-20

→P21-22

→P23-24

Capabilities to 
develop unique 

industrial materials

Capabilities to develop 
building materials that 
were given high added 

value

Capabilities to 
propose total plans 
for interior spaces

Capabilities to perform 
installation work by making 

use of the functions of 
building materials
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